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A land free from destruction, plus wealth, natural resources and

labor supply- all these were important （factors reasons) in helping

England to become the center for the Industrial Revolution.

956-71Regardless of his method, he is working to obtain a specific

result: the construction of a harvesting machine, the burning of a

light bulb, or one of （many those all) other objectives. 956-86下句

解释But if they ever succeed in catching one they may face a real（

）: Would they put in a zoo or give it a room in a hotel?

2001-54Todd thought of the （difficulty, disappointment) with

which he managed to get the amount of money. So many papers to ?,

so much money to pay back. 97-30The origins of this music are as

interesting as the music itself. American Negroes were the jazz

pioneers.The cost of living goes up, too. People who work must have

even more money to keep up their standard of living.Not every

industrialized country has shied away from their commitments.

Many have contributed to a voluntary fund to help pay for the

participation of island delegates at the Barbados

Conference.Marriages between people of different national origins

(but the same race and religion) have been commonplace here since

colonial times.It doesn’t （loosen weaken, decrease, reduce) your

memory. it only tightens it. 95-1-81Regardless of his method, he is

working to obtain a (single, sole, specialized, specific) result: the



construction of a harvesting machine, the burning of a light bulb, or

one of ? other objectives. 956-85At meal times it is a good （idea

plan point) to give a child a small portion and let him come back for

a second helping rather than give him as much as he is likely to eat all

at once. 976-72（）does size have anything to do with intelligence.

The largest brain ever examined belonged to a person of weak mind.

9712 70Beginning a new life in a new place can be very （confusing

misleading, amusing, alarming). The more knowledge students have

about the school, the easier it will be for them to adapt to the new

environment. 98688相同Because salaries are small or non-existent

many voluntary bodies offer modest expenses.Adults seldom recall

events much earlier than the year or so before entering school, just as

children younger than three or four rarely retain any specific
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